FAAM flight log - b195 by FAAM
 
Flight No.:  B195 
Date:   9 May 2006 
Take Off 09:56:53  
Landing:   15:08:01  
FLIGHT FOLDER 
Flight Time 5h11m08s  
 
Campaign: CAESAR 
Trials Instructions:  
Operating Area: SW approaches 
 
POB Position Name Institute 
1 Captain Alan Foster Directflight 
2 Co-pilot  Alan Roberts Directflight 
3 CCM Dawn Quinn Directflight 
4 Mission Scientist 1 Clare Lee Met Office 
5 Flight Manager Jim Crawford FAAM 
6 Cloud physics/ccm2 Jamie Trembath FAAM 
7 Mission Scientist 2 Stuart Newman Met Office 
8 AVAPS Paul James FAAM 
9 Core Chem Kate Turnbull FAAM 
10 ARIES 1 Alan Vance Met Office 
11 MARSS DEIMOS Chawn Harlow Met Office 
12 Flight Experience 1 Una OKeefe Met Office 
13 ARIES 2 Dave Tiddeman Met Office 
14 Flight Experience 2 Lauren Reid Met Office 
15 CPI Hazel Jones University of Manchester 
16 Mission Scientist ut1 Andreas Keil Met Office 
17 Mission Scientist ut2 Chris Taylor CEH 
18 CCN1 Bruce Giddings Met Office 
19 SWS Andy Wilson Met office 




             FLIGHT SUMMARY  
Flight No b195 
Date:     09 May 2006 
Project:  CAESAR 
Location: SW approaches 
  
Start   End 
Time    Time     Event               Height (s)        Hdg Comments 
----    ----     -----               ----------        --- -------- 
095340           pretaxy             0.22 kft          174 horace restart for op 
                                                           tical disc 
095653           T/O                 0.20 kft          031 Cranfield             
102521           jw                  20.0 kft          231 zero                  
102533           nev                 20.0 kft          231 zero                  
103223           Video               20.0 kft          229 #1 dfc    #2 ufc reco 
                                                           rding start 
103252           TWC                 20.0 kft          229 status light -30C fl2 
                                                           00 
103905           descent             19.7 kft          228 non profile           
104455           !                    8.9 kft          233 reduce rate of descent 
                                                           to 1000ft/min 
105136           level at 2000ft      1.8 kft          255 manouvering           
110016           fm pc               -.09 kft          281 freeze & reboot       
105638  105924   Profile 1           -.06 - -.10 kft   280          
105924  110151   Run 1.0             -.10 - -.03 kft   282                 
111023  112030   Run 1.1             -.10 - -.12 kft   181 100ft qnh 1021        
111307           arinc429            -.12 kft          185 rebooted for radalt   
112030  112235   Profile 2.0         0.05 -  1.8 kft   182                
112403  113538   Profile 2.1          1.8 - 13.0 kft   357        
113733  114819   Profile 2.2         13.0 - 24.0 kft   185                       
115104  120108   Run 2.0             24.0 kft          347                       
115514           !                   24.0 kft          339 Cu below              
115720           !                   24.0 kft          339 clear below           
120135  120313   Profile 3.0         24.0 - 22.1 kft   341                       
120528  121527   Run 3.0             22.1 kft          190                       
120618           Video               22.1 kft          188 #3 dfc  #4 ufc        
120959           !                   22.0 kft          190 Cu below              
121106           !                   22.0 kft          190 clear below           
121755  122430   Run 3.1             22.1 - 22.0 kft   339                       
122440  122649   Orbit 1             22.1 - 22.0 kft   006                       
122745  122922   Orbit 2             22.1 kft          058                       
123124  123222   Orbit 3             22.1 - 21.9 kft   263                       
123358  123841   Run 3.2             22.0 kft          345                       
123602           !                   22.1 kft          344 Cu below              
124103  124309   Profile 4.0         22.1 - 24.0 kft   196                       
124549  125212   Profile 4.1         24.0 - 30.0 kft   340                       
125235  125748   Run 4.0             30.0 kft          345                       
130022  130941   Run 4.1             30.1 - 30.0 kft   199 130859                
131122  132053   Profile 5.0         30.0 - 35.1 kft   344                       
132443  133441   Run 5.0             35.1 - 35.0 kft   190                       
133122           !                   35.0 kft          190 contrail              
133655           Video               35.1 kft          019 #5 dfc  #6 rfc        
133742  134746   Run 5.1             35.1 - 35.0 kft   347                       
135000  135731   Run 5.2             35.1 kft          176                       
135011           Sonde 1             35.1 kft          175                       
135501           sonde 2             35.1 kft          174                       
135920  141019   Profile 6.0         35.1 - 23.0 kft   042                       
150801           Land                0.21 kft          212 Cranfield             


CAESAR - cirrus radiative properties 
 




The aim is to study the radiative properties at multiple frequencies of frontal cirrus 
over the sea, coincident with an overpass of the AQUA Satellite at 1355Z.  
Straight and level runs are to be made above, in and below the cirrus, to determine the 
radiative and microphysical properties. Runs should be perpendicular to the wind 
direction and advecting with it. Orbits are to be made below the cloud with SWS 
viewing upwards to determine the phase function of the ice particles. 
 
Weather 

















     
1 
1030Z Takeoff  from Cranfield & Transit at appropriate 
level to enter operating area at min altitude 45         45 
2 
1105Z Straight and level run of 10 mins duration at 100 ft 
over sea only 10 55 
3 
1115Z Profile ascent from min altitude to 1000ft below 
cirrus base at 1000ft/min 30 85 
4 
1145Z 
Fly 3 straight and level reciprocal runs 1000ft below 
cirrus, orientated across wind, each of 10 mins. 35 120 
5 
1220Z 
Profile ascent to 1000ft above cirrus base 5 125 
6 
1225Z Fly 1 straight and level reciprocal runs in cloud, 
orientated across wind, each of 10 mins 15 140 
7 
1250Z 
Profile descent to 1000ft below cirrus top 10 150 
8 
1300Z Fly 1 straight and level reciprocal runs in cloud, 
orientated across wind, each of 10 mins 15 165 
9 
1325Z 
Profile ascent to 1000ft above cirrus or max altitude 10 175 
10 
1335Z Fly 3 straight and level reciprocal runs 1000ft above 
cirrus, orientated across wind, each of 10 mins. 35 210 
11 1355Z Satellite overpass. Drop 2 sondes during run.   
12 
1410Z 
Profile descent to 1000ft below cloud base 15 225 
13 
1425Z Fly two orbits below cloud at 35 and 45 deg banking 
angle. 10 235 
14 
1435Z Fly 2 straight and level reciprocal runs 1000ft below 
cirrus, orientated across wind, each of 10 mins 25 
11        555 
260 
15 1500Z Profile descent to transit altitude 10 270 
16 1510Z Transit to Cranfield 45 315 
17 1545Z Land at Cranfield   
 
 
Mission Scientist Debrief 
 
B195 9th May 2006 
CAESAR flight over SW Approaches 
Mission Scientist - Clare Lee 
 
This flight was a very successful cirrus sortie at the Western most part of the notam 
area in South West Approaches. Measurements were made below, in and above the 




Once past the frontal cloud over UK mainland, towards the Western most part of 
notam area A (~50N, 8W), the majority of the lower cloud disappeared. There was a 
gap of clear sky before the next frontal system with cirrus on the leading edge and 
clear sky below.  Initially the cirrus was quite thin, but thickened from the West 
during the flight. The base was approximately at FL230 and tops at FL345, however 
this was variable over the length of the runs. There were 2 organised narrow bands of 
small Cu from WNW to ESE, but otherwise completely clear below the Ci and should 
be clearly identified in the DFC video and logs on flight managers sheet. 
Light turbulence was experienced in clear sky conditions and logged by the mission 




The take off time was brought earlier by 30 minutes to 1000Z as one of the danger 
areas in the SW approaches was to become active at 1300Z. During the take off and 
landing Lauren Reid (aviation outcomes) sat in the jump seat. 
After the transit a descent (not profile) was made to 2000ft with positioning to find a 
clear slot below the cirrus. A profile descent was made towards a clearer area, 
followed by a run at 100ft. Due to the large quantity of Cu, manoeuvres (between 250 
ft to 1000ft) to the West were made to try and locate clear sky below the Ci. 
At approximately 8W along the air traffic boundary a 100ft run was made South 
bound to characterise the sea surface temperature. At the Southern most end a few Cu 
puffs were observed from an organised narrow band of small Cu. An interrupted 
profile climb was made to FL240. Cloud physics and CPI measured particles, so a run 
was made in the base of the cloud at FL240 heading North. A profile descent to 
FL220 was made, followed by a straight and level run to the South below the cloud.  
Note towards the Southern end the cloud base was lower though visually very thin 
and low concs of ice particles were measured. A reciprocal run was made, interrupted 
by three orbits to the right at 35, 45 and 60 degrees respectively.  The SZA was 
approximately 32 degrees. The run at FL220 was then completed to the North.  Some 
particles were observed. An interrupted ascent profile into the cloud was made to 
FL300. Two reciprocal runs at FL300 were flown North then Southbound in the top 
of the cirrus. At the Southern end the cloud was thinner and lower. A profile ascent 
was made to FL350 to get above the Ci heading North.  At FL331 there seemed to be 
an additional tin layer of Cirrus.  The top of the cirrus was at FL345. Three runs at 
FL350 were made.  At the Southern end particles were observed and hence not 
measuring above the cloud.  During the 3rd run two dropsondes were launched approx 
5 minutes apart, the second at the time of the AQUA overpass (1355z). A profile 
descent to FL230 was made through the cloud but in the direction of the return transit. 




ARIES – OK 
SWS/SHIMS – OK. Note, can’t operate NIR SWS with SHIMS with current 
software. 
MARSS/Deimos – Deimos still very noisy.  No ch 16 on MARSS. 
Cloud physics – PCASP doesn’t work at high altitudes. All others OK. 
CPI – OK 
Core Chemistry – NOx calibration problems 
Heimann – offset problem, needs calibration correction 
AVAPS – OK 











CLOUD PHYSICS LOG Flight B195 
Date: 09/05/06 Operator: JT DRS Time: 09:43:00 DAU1 Time: +0 DAU2 Time: +0 DAU3 Time: +? Aux1 Time: +0 Aux2 Time: +0 Page 1 of 5 
 
       G.M.T PCASP FFSSP SID1 SID2 2D2-C 2D2-P CIP25 CIP100
 Conc/cc Mean R Block TX Count Count Conc/L Max size Conc/m3 Max size Conc m3 Max size LWC Conc m3 Max size LWC 
Habit Remarks 
                  Problem keeping connection to CIP100
                 Probe error on CIP100 – no reply from probe A
                  Error on probe: Ano acknowledge of Setup
                 Command on COM4: 
09:56:53                 T/O 09:56:53 
10:08:00                  SID1 started logging
10:18:30                  2DP rearmed for low data recording freq.
10:39:14                  2DP rearmed for high data recording freq.
10:39:14 689 0.06 235              0 0 0 0 0 0 Start Training P FL200 
10:40:04 841 0.06 235              0 0 0 0 0 0 FL180 
10:41:19 855 0.06 235               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL160
10:42:19 20648 0.05 235 0  0 0 0 0       0 FL140 lost channel 1 0r 2 on pcasp 
10:43:04 19785 0.05 235              0 0 0 0 0 0 FL120 
10:44:10 20085 0.05 235               3 0 0 0 0 0 FL100
10:45:35 15951 0.05 235               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL80 change descent speed
10:46:26 15086 0.05 235              0 0 0 0 0 0 FL70 
10:47:44 23709 0.06 237               5000 0 0 0 0 0 FL58
10:49:13 15573 0.06 237               8 0 0 0 0 0 FL40
10:50:05 14256 0.06 237               10 0 0 0 0 0 FL30
10:51:01 15619 0.06 237 7  0 0 0 0       0 FL20 Training P – don’t log as such 
                  
10:56:37 16478 0.06 237               10 0 0 0 0 0 P1 FL20
10:57:22 18534 0.06 237               10 0 0 0 0 0 FL10
10:57:55 18878 0.06 237              100 0 0 0 0 0 FL5
10:58:56 19123 0.06 237               50 0 0 0 0 0 100ft
10:59:17 18188 0.06 237 30  0 0 0 0       0 End P1 start run 1 @ 100ft 
11:01:00 19200 0.06 237              20 0 0 0 0 0  
11:01:46                  end Run 1
11:10:22 19390 0.05 237               10 0 0 0 0 0 Run 1.1 
11:12:00 21229 0.05 238              8 0 0 0 0 0  
11:14:00 20631 0.05 238               3 0 0 0 0 0
11:16:00 22543 0.05 238               7 0 0 0 0 0
11:18:00 23822 0.05 238               10 0 0 0 0 0
11:20:28 25344 0.05 238 10  0 0 0 0       0 End or run 1.1 Start P2 
11:21:43 22869 0.05 238              70 0 0 0 0 0 FL10 
11:22:35 22336 0.05 238               10 0 0 0 0 0 FL20 interrupt
11:24:02 22137 0.05 238               10 0 0 0 0 0 FL20 restart P2.1
11:25:16 20450 0.05 238              10 0 0 0 0 0 FL30 
11:26:17 21911 0.05 238               3 0 0 0 0 0 FL40
11:27:25 20768 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL50
                 L60 F
11:29:18 19678 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL70
11:30:18 19383 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL80
11:31:16 18515 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL90
11:32:16 18128 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL100
11:33:16 17074 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL110
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CLOUD PHYSICS LOG Flight B195 
Date: 09/05/06 Operator: JT DRS Time: 09:43:00 DAU1 Time: +0 DAU2 Time: +0 DAU3 Time: +? Aux1 Time: +0 Aux2 Time: +0 Page 2 of 5 
 
       G.M.T PCASP FFSSP SID1 SID2 2D2-C 2D2-P CIP25 CIP100
 Conc/cc Mean R Block TX Count Count Conc/L Max size Conc/m3 Max size Conc m3 Max size LWC Conc m3 Max size LWC 
Habit Remarks 
11:34:29 17782 0.05 238      0  0 0 0 0     0 FL120
11:35:38 16475 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL130 P2.1 interupt
11:37:32 19434 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL130 Restart P2.2
11:38:35 14787 0.05 238              0 0 0 0 0 0 FL140 
11:39:38 13913 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL150
11:40:32 16034 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL160
11:41:34 16525 0.05 238               0 0 0 0 0 0 FL170
11:42:26 14553 0.05 238 0  0 0 0 0       0 FL180 2dp rearmed red data freq 
11:43:30 45 0.05 238 0  0 0 0 0       0 FL190 channel 1 or 2 on pcsp back 
11:43:40 85               0.09 238 0 0 0 0 0 0 FL200 
11:45:28 63                0.09 238 0 0 0 0 0 0 FL210
11:46:26 12                0.09 238 0 0 0 0 0 0 FL220
11:47:30 8                0.08 238 0 0 0 0 0 0 FL230
11:48:19 10                 0.08 238 0 0 0 0 0 0 FL240 end or P
11:51:02 8.75 0.08 238             10 12.5 200 0 0 10 Start run 2 @FL240
11:53:00 13              0.08 239 80 34 250 10  
11:55:00 26               0.09 239 10 6 225 10 
11:57:00 93               0.07 239 10 12 150 10 
11:59:00 80                0.07 240 30 15 375 10/4
12:01:08 82               0.08 240 70 15 700 8/4 End run start P 3 FL240
12:02:19 240 0.07 240              0 0 0 0 FL230 
12:03:13 485 0.06 240                3 0 0 0 FL220 end of P3
12:05:26 25143 0.05 240 0  0 0         0 Start run 3 @ FL220 lost ch1 or 2 on pcasp  
12:07:00 25000 0.05 240              3 0 0 0  
12:09:00 26450 0.05 240               0 0 0 0 Check ref v for PCASP 6.16v
12:11:00 27989 0.05 240               0 0 0 0
12:13:00 27789 0.05 240               0 2 200 4
12:15:30 27834 0.05 240                10 2 325 4 End of run 3
12:17:50 21345 0.05 240                10 2.5 200 4 Start of run 3.1
12:19:00 23325 0.05 240 3  0 0         0 PCASP vol ref is btwn 4 and 7 
12:21:00 18978 0.05 240              8 0 0 0  
12:24:42 20031 0.05 240               0 0 0 0 Start Orb 1 35deg
12:26:49 20079 0.05 240              0 0 0 0 End Orb 1  
12:27:45 19888 0.05 240               0 0 0 0 Start Orb 2 45deg
12:30:02 16606 0.05 240              0 0 0 0 End Orb 2  
12:31:28 21698 0.05 240              100 0 0 0 Start Orb 3 60deg
12:32:23 18134 0.05 241             10 3.5 100 10? End Orb 3  
12:33:58 22862 0.05 241             80 25 175 10  
12:35:00 23133 0.05 241              10 3 100 10 Small irregulars CPI
12:37:00 22945 0.05 241              3 0 0 0  
12:38:41                   End run 3.1
 16664 0.05 241               3 0 0 0 Start P4.0
 18372 0.05 241               0 0 0 0 FL230
12:42:52 19845 0.05 241              10 5 200 10 FL240 interupt
12:45:48 17222 0.05 241               0 0 0 0 FL240 recomm
12:46:55 359 0.07 241              30 13 275 8 FL250 
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G.M.T PCASP FFSSP SID1 SID2 2D2-C 2D2-P CIP25 CIP100
 Conc/cc Mean R Block TX Count Count Conc/L Max size Conc/m3 Max size Conc m3 Max size LWC Conc m3 Max size LWC 
Habit Remarks 
12:47:58 228 0.35 241       10  3 225       8 FL260
12:49:00 159 0.07 241               10 2.5 275 8 FL270
12:50:00 55                 0.1 242 10 2.5 400 8 CPI sees plates
12:51:05 67               0.08 242 30 12 200 8 FL290 
12:52:12 32               0.13 242 100 23 175 8/11 FL300 end of P4 start run 4.0
12:54:00 52             0.11 242 100 32 100 11  
12:56:00 60               0.12 243 100 12 250 11/4
12:57:48 55               0.11 243 100 94 175 11 End of run 4.0
13:00:20 95                0.1 244 100 63 150 11/8 Small irreg Start run 4.1
13:02:00 150 0.09 244             80 27 200 11 Small irreg 
13:04:00 220 0.1              245 100 12 300 11 Small irreg
13:06:00 207 0.09 245             10 2 0 11/7  
13:08:59 673 0.07 245               10 6.5 125 11 End of run 4.1
13:                  Start P5 (FL300 to FL350)
12:12:13 2315 0.06 245            100 81 125 11/7 Cpi call for plates 
12:13:12                50 100 11 FL315 
13:14:00 2556 0.06 245              30 7.5 100 11 FL320
13:14:57 1884 0.06 246             100 43 100 11 FL325
13:15:58 1840 0.06 246             250 65 100 11 FL330
13:18:02 1618 0.06 247             100 68 100 11 FL340
13:19:30 1218 0.06 246               0 0 0 0 FL345
13:20:41 950 0.08 247               0- 0 0 0 FL350 end of P5 @ FL350
                 2dc a little noisy –1.2 and 1.5v resp el1 & 31 
13:25:05 23456 0.08 247             0 Noise 0 0 Run 5.0  
13:27:00 23423 0.13 247               0 Noise 0 0 PCASP Volts 0
13:29:00 No ref               Volts 247 0 Noise 0 0  
13:31:00   247              30 47 125 11 
13:33:00                247 10 200 650 11 Noise?? Con trailing!
13:34:41                247 3 noise 0 End of run 5.1  
13:37:41                 247 3 noise 0  
13:39:00                  247 3 noise 0
13:41:00                  247 0 noise 0 In and out of cloud tops
13:43:00                 247 20 noise 0  
13:45:00                  247 3 noise 0  CPI wasn’t seeing any particle, threshold 3um
13:47:48                247 0  End of run 5.1 good video! 
13:50:02                  247 30 0 0 0 Start run 5.2 check sonde!
13:52:00                 247 0 0 0 0  
13:54:00                  247 0 0 0 0
13:56:00                  247 0 0 0 0
13:57:30                  247 0 0 0 0 End of run 5.2 great contrail footage
13:59:25                247 10 1 125 11 Fl350 P6.0 noise on 2dc still ??  
14:00:00                247 30 11 100 11 FL340 
14:01:18                 247 50 99 125 11 FL330
14:0208                 247 100 86 325 4 FL320
14:03:05                248 100 100 300 4 FL310
14:03:52                 248 100 43 225 4 FL300
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G.M.T PCASP FFSSP SID1 SID2 2D2-C 2D2-P CIP25 CIP100
 Conc/cc Mean R Block TX Count Count Conc/L Max size Conc/m3 Max size Conc m3 Max size LWC Conc m3 Max size LWC 
Habit Remarks 
14:04:36   248       100  74 250       4 FL290
14:05:30                  248 8 0 0 FL285
14:06:27                  248 8 0 0 0 FL270
14:07:18                  248 3 0 0 0 FL260
14:06:10                  248 3 0 0 0 FL250
14:07:11                  248 3 0 0 0 FL240
14:10:14                   248 3 0 0 0 FL230 end P6
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Cloud physics processing log.             Revision date: 07/07/2006 9:38 AM 
CLOUD PHYSICS PROCESSING LOG 
 
Flight number: B195   Date:  09/05/2006 
 
B)                                          FFSSP PROCESSING    
Processing Stage Completed Comments 
1) Transfer *.txt files from DVD to PC    
    B195_FFSSP_hh.txt for each hour of data    
    B195_FFSSP_HVMS.txt    
2) FTP the files (ascii) from the PC to the directory     
    PMSDATA: on FLOODS    
3) RUN MRFB:[PMS.FAST_FSSP]FSSP_EXTRACT_TAS    
    a) Flight number:             B195    
    b) Path name:                  MFDDATA:B195_MFDX    
    c) Output directory:          PMSDATA:    
    d) Start time:                    0 if unknown  Problems running this but  
    e) End time:                     240000 if unknown 29/06/06 Manually edited o/p file  
4) RUN MRFB:[PMS.FAST_FSSP]FFSSP_PROCESS_TXT  Note the calibration file used 
    a) Flight number:              B195    
    b) Directory:                      PMSDATA:    
    c) TAS in processing:       Y    
    d) Vel threshold (clicks)    0    
    e) Calibration file: Use, in order of preference, 
      - if a calibration exists after the flight date, then the file       
that is closest in time to it, 
      - or the most recent calibration file prior to the flight date.   FFSSP_CAL03052006.TXT 
    Format FFSSP_CALddmmyyyy.txt    
    Calibration files to be stored in MRFB:[PMS.FAST_FSSP]   
    f) Adjust FFSSP time       Y/N N 
Yes only if gross errors occur 
in FFSSP time eg; ~ 1hour 
    g) If Y, enter value to add to data time (seconds) 29/06/06  
5) In PVWAVE    
    a) enter:    
        !path=!path+’,mrfb:[pms.proc]’   
        Note that the comma before “mrfb” is important!    
    b) write_procffssp_to_m5,'pmsdata:B195_procffssp.dat',  
 Note the correction applied 
to FFSSP time by /auto  
      'mfddata:B195_mfdX','pmsdata:B195_m5procffssp',/auto   ADDT = 3 secs 
       1st argument is output file from 5)    
       2nd argument is the MFD    
       3rd argument is the new FFSSP data file in M5 format     
     c) exit 29/06/06  
6) MODIFY    
    a) Modifying datasets:    pmsdata:B195_m5procffssp    
    b) Datset:                       mfddata:B195_mfdX    
    c) New dataset:              Enter updated MFD name    
   d) Parameter description file: leave blank to use default 29/06/06  
7) CHECKS:    
i) FFSSP and JW/Nevzorov LWC – are they correctly 
synchronized in time? Yes   
ii) If not, may be necessary to repeat 5b) using  
addt=x keyword. This adds x sec to FFSSP time.    
iii) Alternative at 5b) is to use ,auto=602 or auto=605 to align 
FFSSP with Nevzorov LWC or TWC.   
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CLOUD PHYSICS PROCESSING LOG 
 
Flight number: B195   Date:  09/05/2006 
 
C)                                             2D PROCESSING    
Processing Stage Completed Comments 
1) Transfer B195.dat file from CD/DVD to PC     
2) Zip up file on PC (B195.zip)     
3) FTP the zipped file (binary) from the PC to the directory      
    SEADAS_DATA:[SEADAS_DATA] on FLOODS     
4) Log on to FLOODS      
5) unzip SEADAS_DATA:[SEADAS_DATA]B195.zip     
6) In PVWAVE   
 Note the number of bad block 
reads and/or final numbers of 
blocks read & written 
    i)  !PATH=!PATH+’,MRFB:[PMS.PROC]’     
    ii) CONVERT_SEADAS_FILE     
      a) Input file:  SEADAS_DATA:[SEADAS_DATA]B195.dat     
      b) Output file: SEADAS_DATA:[SEADAS_DATA] 
                             B195_seadas.dat 
    iii) exit  29/06/2006  
7) run MRFB:[PMS.SEADAS]READM200_FILE   
    a) Default directory:     PMSDATA:   
    b) Flight number:         B195   
    c) Disk file name:         SEADAS_DATA:[SEADAS_DATA] 
                                        B195_seadas.dat   
Don’t worry about lots of 
FORTRAN run-time errors as 
long as the program continues. 
These are format errors when 
writing to ascii files. 
    d) Comment string:     
    e) Start time:                     0 if unknown     
     f) End time:                      240000 if unknown     
    g) Read 2DC:                   Y     
    h) Read 2DP:                   Y     
     i) Secondary data            N   Not required 
     j) FSP-SYNC:                  Y     
    k) cmd.str:                        N    Not required 
     l) Auto time correction:    N     
   m) Full length secondary:  N  29/06/06   
8) 2D image display and printing     
    Quick look at image blocks if required  This section is optional 
    In PVWAVE     
    i) !PATH=!PATH+’,MRFB:[PMS.PROC]’  
    i) WAVE> IMAGEDISPLAY   
       a) 2D directory name:   PMSDATA:    
       b) Flight number:          B195   
       c) IWC plot:                   N   
       d) Select probe:            (1) 2DC (2) 2DP   
       e) Start time:                 0 if unknown   
       f) End time:                  240000 if unknown   
Features to look for: 
1) Noise on 2D-P – does it 
affect non-edge diodes (with 
potential to create spurious 
particle counts)? 
2) Can you identify a dominant 
particle habit for the whole flight 
(eg. drops or crystals) 
3)  
  
       g) Time interval (sec):   0 for every image block  
                                             nominal 5 sec   
   
    Preparation of imagery for Core data product   
   iii) WAVE> auto_image   
       a) 2D directory name:   PMSDATA:   
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     b) Flight number:         B195   
      c) Enter date:              YYYYMMDD   
      d) Enter start time       0 if unknown 095000  
      e) Enter end time        240000 if unknown 150000  
      f) Enter time interval (sec) between successive imaged 
blocks 
                                         10 10 
2DC noise 132400-140200 
2DP noise 120140-121410 
                  122450-123300 
                  124810-end 
   iv) exit PVWAVE                                              Creates files  FAAM_YYYYMMDD_R0_B195_2Dx-IMAGES.PS 
   ftp *.PS files from PMSDATA: to PC   
   Load each into Ghostview or other pdf-converter   
   Output as pdf file (70 dpi resolution) and append name 
prefix of CORE-CLOUD-PHY_ to converted files 29/06/06 
In 
O:/CloudPhys Core data 
9) run MRFB:[PMS.SPEC2D.AUTO]PROCESS2D_AUTO  If program crashes at a certain 
     a) Flight number:        B195   Time, for any reason, re-run 
     b) Directory:                PMSDATA:   With that time as the new end. 
     c) File generation:       Hit enter    
     d) Time correction:      Time offset of the 2D data    
     e) TAS:                        Y    
      f) MFD directory:        MFDDATA:B195_MFDX    
     g) Probe number:        (1) 2DC (2) 2DP (0) Both    
                                 0 unless either probe known to be faulty    
     h) Start time:                Take-off or 0 if unknown 095000 
     i) End time:                  Landing or 240000 if unknown 150000 
Look for realistic times in Flight 
Summary file or Cloud Phys 
operator log. 
     j) Nominal averaging:   0.2 seconds for conversion to M5 0.2   
     k) Particle type:            8 if known to be in ice cloud        8 / 8  Note the particle type  
                                          11 if known to be in water cloud          
                                          8 if known to be in mixed-phase  
                                          8 if unknown            
     l) Coefficient choice:     2    
   m) Output root filename: PMSDATA:B195_PROC2D 29/06/06   
10) In PVWAVE   
    i) enter:  
        !PATH=!PATH+’,MRFB:[PMS.PROC]’  
 Note: This will run quicker if 
you specify correct start / end 
times at 9h) and 9j). 
        Note that the comma before “mrfb” is important!     
ii) WRITE_PROC2D_TO_M5,   'PMSDATA:B195_PROC2D.DAT',     
                               'PMSDATA:B195_M5PROC2D' 
     iii) exit  29/06/06   
11) MODIFY     
    a) Modifying datasets:    pmsdata:B195_m5proc2D     
    b) Datset:                       mfddata:B195_mfdX     
    c) New dataset:              Enter modified MFD name     
    d) Parameter description file: leave blank to use default   
   
12) CHECKS:  29/06/06   
i) Is 2DC/2DP IWC of comparable magnitude and well-
correlated with Nevzorov TWC?   
 Difficult to tell due to Nevzorov 
drifts 
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D)                                          PCASP PROCESSING  
Processing Stage Completed Comments 
1) Complete stage 7) in 2D processing     
    Ensures B195_FSP.DAT containing raw PCASP data is     
    written to directory PMSDATA:     
2) run MRFB:[PMS.PCASP]PROCPCASP_NEW   Note the min size channel 
    a) Flight number:        B195   Note the volume flow rate 
    b) File name:              PMSDATA:B195_FSP.DAT     
    c) Root output name:  PMSDATA:B195_PROCPCASP      
      Produces PMSDATA:B195_PROCPCASP.DAT (binary)     
                      PMSDATA:B195_PROCPCASP.OUT (ascii)     
    d) Minimum size channel: Default = 1  1   
      If smallest size channel are known to be noisy the value     
      of the highest noise free channel to be entered here     
    e) Calibration volume flow rate:  
        Use the most recent value.  1.0   
        Calibration files to be stored in ????     
        Entering zero gives default value = 1.0 cm3/sec     
     f) Time correction:   Same value as used in 2D  
                                     processing stage 9 d)  0   
    g) Start time:             Take-off or 0 if unknown  095000 
    h) End time:              Landing or 240000 if unknown  150000 
Look for realistic times in 
Flight Summary file or Cloud 
Phys operator log. 
3) In PVWAVE   
   i) enter:  
        !PATH=!PATH+’,MRFB:[PMS.PROC]’  
 Note: This will run quicker if 
you specify correct start / end 
times at 2g) and 2h). 
        Note that the comma before “mrfb” is important!     
  ii)  write_procpcasp_to_m5,'pmsdata:B195_procpcasp.dat'     
      ,'pmsdata:B195_m5procpcasp'  
  iii) exit  29/06/06   
4) MODIFY     
    a) Modifying datasets:    pmsdata:B195_m5procpcasp     
    b) Datset:                       mfddata:B195_mfdX     
    c) New dataset:              Enter modified MFD name  MFDB   
   d) Parameter description file: leave blank to use default 29/06/06  
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E)                            NetCDF file preparation and ftp to BADC 
Processing Stage Completed Comments 
1) Run TAREXEC:MFD_BADC     
For inputs below, just press ENTER to use defaults  Defaults in [square brackets] 
   
a) MFD to convert: MFDDATA:B195_MFDX  As from 4c) above 
b) version number for BADC: r[0]  default 
c) Names file:    
  TARDIS_ROOT:[CALTEXT.NETCDF]CP_NAMES.TXT  NOT the default 
d) Directory: [ DATA_ROOT:[NETCDF]  ]   default 
e) File prefix: [ core-cloud-phy_faam  ]  default 
f) File suffix:  [ ]  default  
g) File for output: 
[ core-cloud-phy_faam_yyyymmdd_rm_B195.nc  ]  Default name is generated 
     
2) Ftp transfer to BADC    
- stage 1) creates two files: 
- core-cloud-phy_faam_yyyymmdd_rm_B195.nc 
- core-cloud-phy_faam_yyyymmdd_rm_B195.txt    
The *.txt file should be renamed to 
core-cloud-phy_faam_yyyymmdd_rm_B195_descrip.txt 
 
but this cannot be done on VMS as the filename is too long     
You should do it if the file is first transferred to a PC, or 
after it has been uploaded to the appropriate “incoming” 
directory at BADC     
   
a) ftp ftp.badc.rl.ac.uk   
b) login with username and password     
c) cd /incoming/faam/campaign-processed-core   
d) copy *.txt file as ascii   
e) copy *.nc and *2D-IMAGES.pdf  files as binary 29/06/06 Complete 
     
 
F)                                       BACKUP PROCEDURES  
Processing Stage Completed Comments 
1) Backup the intermediate files created in PMSDATA:   
   
a) zip “-V” PMSDATA:B195*.*   outdir:B195_PMSDATA.zip  Note destination directory “outdir” 
   
Note that the uppercase “-V” option is important to preserve 
the VMS file characteristics when files are restored from 
this zip file. 29/06/06 
In 
CLOUD_PHYS:[BROWN.PMSZIP]
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A)                                      Raw data transfer to BADC   
Processing Stage Completed Comments 
1) Transfer raw data files from DVD to PC     
    B195_FFSSP_hh.txt for each hour of data     
    B195_FFSSP_HVMS.txt   
    B195_FFSSP.raw   
    B195_FFSSP_House_1.hse     etc.   
   
2) Zip these file on the PC       
    -output file: 
    core-cloud-phy_faam_yyyymmdd_r0_B195_rawffssp.zip     
        
3) Transfer SEADAS B195.dat file from CD/DVD to PC     
4) Zip up file on PC (B195.zip)   
- rename B195.zip to 
core-cloud-phy_faam_yyyymmdd_r0_B195_rawseadas.zip   
     
5) ftp to BADC     
a) ftp ftp.badc.rl.ac.uk     
b) login with username and password     
c) cd incoming/faam/campaign_raw     
d) bin   Binary data transfer 
e) put  
       core-cloud-phy_faam_yyyymmdd_r0_B195_rawffssp.zip   
f) put  
   core-cloud-phy_faam_yyyymmdd_r0_B195_rawseadas.zip 29/06/06 All raw data already at BADC 








FLIGHT LOG Date 09/05/06 Flight B195 
log 
pages 2
Operator(s) Chawn Harlow Campaign Caesar/Visurb 
Departure Cranfield Arrival Cranfield 
System start  
MARSS  
Visual pod inspection   
Close 3 SSP circuit breakers   
Close all MARSS circuit breakers   
FERA on at time      08:08:28 
Temperature controller initial temps 30°C 30°C 22°C







MARSS CPU on at time      08:08:16 
Initial target temperatures Hot      Cold      
Target heating   
*** CHECK SCAN HEAD CLEAR ***   
Scanning on (LMD box) at time       
Scan indication Monitor Visual  
Deimos 
Close all Deimos circuit breakers   
Turn on Deimos CPU   
*** CHECK SCAN HEAD CLEAR ***   
Start Deimos Software at time       
Initial target temperatures Hot      Cold      
Target heating   
Scan indication Monitor Visual  
Cloud low Precip na     
Surface dry Pressure      
Weather 
Other      
  
System functionality check (after initial system warmup, approx 1 hour) 
PC to DRS Time error tPC=tDRS +      0 at time      08:59:24 
Brightness temps 'sensible'   
MARSS: Hot      345 Cold      290 Target temps Deimos: Hot      342 Cold      295 
Ch1 A 
( - ) 
Ch3 A 
( - ) 
Ch1 B 
( - ) 
Ch3 B 
( - ) 
 











Channel gains 'sensible' 
34 38 39 41 43 
  
Power changeover  
Headset on before start   
Listen to engine start sequence 4, 3, 2, 1.  
LMD off (3 switches, bottom to top)   
Exit Deimos Software (x)   
POWER CHANGEOVER 
LMD on (3 switches, top to bottom) then pushbutton  
Restart Deimos Software   
System running again at time  
        
Flight # B195 Date 09/05/06 Operator(s) Harlow log page 2 of 2
Run id Alt/FL Sys 
Time Remarks 
 
   
Communication betw/ laptop and both PCs 
down. Monitoring PC output instead of time 
series. 
 
10:56:49   PCs now connected to laptop. I tried to connect through the wrong ports  
11:01:09   Flat water underneath. SCu above.  
11:16:17   
Calculated 100 ft emissivities  
157 GHz: 0.76 
183 GHz: 0.91 
If this is reflection effect it will not be present in 
40 degree data. 
 
12:38:48   
marss was having problems communicating 
indicated by large stdev of Tbs. Restart of 
marss program rectified this 
 
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     





Flight Manager’s Instrument Status Log 
Flight No.  B 195      Date: 9th May 2006 
Instrument Operated Instrument Operated
Navigation  Cloud Physics  
INU Y Probes  
XR5M GPS Y FFSSP Y 
Cruciform GPS Y PCASP Y 
Satcom C Y 2D-P Y 
Satcom H Y 2D-C Y 
Thermometers  Cloudscope N 
De-Iced Temp Y SID 1 Y 
Non De-Iced Y SID 2 N 
Heimann n HVPS N 
Hygrometers  CIP25 N 
G. Eastern Y CIP100 Y 
J. Williams Y   
Nevzorov Y   
TWC Y   
FWVS y Racks:    
Radiometers  INC N 
Upper Clear Y CCN / CPC N 
     “    Red Y CVI N 
     “    Silicon Y   
     “    SHIMS N Aerosol  
Lower Clear Y PSAP  n 
     “    Red Y Nephelometer n 
     “    Silicon Y Filters N 
  AMS  n 
Large 
Radiometers
   
TAFTS N   
MARSS Y   
DEIMOS N Others:  
ARIES Y NIR TDLAS n 
SWS y 2BT O3 N 
Chemistry  VACC N 
Ozone Y PEROXIDE N 
SO2 Y Formaldehyde N 
NOX Y ADA N 
CO Y CPI Y 
ORAC N Noxy N 
PAN N PTRMS N 
PERCA N Bag Sampling N 
WAS N Tube Sampling N 
 
Faults / Incidents Log 
 
Flight No. B195 






1. NO2 & NOx cals problems 
2. Rosemount heater u/s 
3. TW status light on above 25000 
4. Ufc & dfc videos hunt for correct exposure 
5. HORACE derived data y vs x plots not displaying 
6. HORACE not recording to optical at start – new optical & restart. 
7. CIP drops computer connection 
8. Pcasp ; voltage reference snag 
9. SWS laptop will not initialise nir module 
10. Deimos Ops normal 
11. Aries ops normal 














MISSING LOG SHEETS: 
 
The following log sheets are not available for flight B195: 
 
Log Reason 
Core Chemistry NO log taken - replaced by post flight auto cal removal 




Revision Date Author Comments 
r0 26 Sep 2006 Doug Anderson Initial version - complete 





3 x Downward Facing Cameras 
3 x Up/Rearward Facing Cameras 
 
Digital8 video recordings from this flight reside with : 
 
Dr Clare Lee 
  








Tel: +44 (0)1392 886875 
 
E-mail: clare.lee@metoffice.gov.uk 
 
